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1. An Introduction to Planning Analytics V2.0 Hierarchies 

 

IBM Planning Analytics 2.0 introduced multiple hierarchy functionality that allows each dimension to 
contain multiple hierarchies. The dimension acts as the meta-data container object for the hierarchies, 

and each hierarchy may contain any number of elements and subsets. The parent-child relationships 
between the elements in a hierarchy are unique to each hierarchy in a dimension.  

 

One could think of each hierarchy as a hierarchy container, and of the dimension as the object that holds 
all the containers: The default hierarchy (container) has the same name as the dimension. It is the same 

object as a dimension without any hierarchy containers. Other hierarchy containers may be named during 
creation.  

 

An element does not need to exist in all hierarchies in a dimension.  
 

Advantages of alternate hierarchies: 
 

a) Planning Analytics 2.0 Hierarchies function as 'virtual' dimensions: each hierarchy can be nested with 

other hierarchies from the same dimension and/or from other dimensions. 

b) Support of true alternate hierarchies (a parent member can have different descendants in different 

hierarchies), allowing: 

 Business-unit or responsibility-specific rollups and management of hierarchies (example: a BU 

gets to maintain 'their' hierarchy themselves) 

 Easy what-if analysis of re-organizations & re-structuring 

c) Create virtual attribute dimensions: attribute-based dimension hierarchies can be created by grouping 

elements based on patterns or common attributes. 

d) Reduce the number of dimensions in cubes that contain dimensions based on properties or attributes 

of other dimensions. 

e) Lower resource utilization (RAM) on cubes due to fewer dimensions 
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1.1 Cubes and Cells 
 

Consider a cube with two dimensions named Letters and Number.  The Letters dimension contains a 
single element 'A' and Numbers dimension contains a single element '1'.  This cube will have a single cell 

that is an intersection between element 'A' and element '1'.  If we create an alternate hierarchy for the 
Letters dimension, and assign element 'A' to that alternate hierarchy the cube still has only a single cell.  

The value of this cell is the same no matter which hierarchy in the Letters dimension is used to view the 
cell. 

It follows that A leaf level element that exist in multiple hierarchies of a dimension does not create 

unique cells for each hierarchy. 
 

In the following screenshot the dimension named Letters has a default hierarchy (named Letters) and an 
alternate hierarchy named Alt.  Both hierarchies contain the same leaf level element 'A'.  Two views of 

the same single cell cube are displayed.  The difference between these views is the hierarchy in the 

Letters dimension.   
 

 
 
The value of cell ['1','A'] is the same no matter which hierarchies containing element 'A' is used.   

 

1.2 Cubeviews 
 

Only MDX based views can access and process data outside of the default hierarchies, i.e. to process 
data based on master- and metadata from one or more PA V2.0 hierarchies, an MDX view needs to be 

created by assigning an MDX expression to the view via TI function ViewMDXSet or creating a view via 

ViewCreateByMDX.  
'Legacy' (non-MDX) Views that are created and consumed in Architect, Perspectives, and Performance 

Modeler do not support alternate hierarchies.  
Regardless of the source view, processing of data (reading or writing) can still be performed via CellGet*, 

CellIncrementN or CellPut* functions. If any of the targeted elements however is from a hierarchy, this 

hierarchy has to be specified as part of the CellGet*, CellPut*, or CellIncrement* statement, like: 
CellPutN ( 123, <Cube>, <Element1>, <HierarchyA>:<Element2>, <Hierarchy>:<Element3>, … )  

Or 
CellPutN ( 123, 'Sales', 'Smartphones', 'Re-Org': 'Profit Center A', 'Region': 'Company B', '201908' );  

 
Just as with TI processes and rules functions, specifying the dimension name as the hierarchy name will 

process against elements in the default hierarchy (= the 'legacy' dimension container). 
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1.3 TI functions for element manipulation and processing 
 

Any 'legacy' TM1 rule or TI element manipulation or processing function will only be able to process 
meta- and master-data of the 'default' hierarchy, i.e. for the regular dimension. To process as per meta- 

and master-data of a hierarchy, new functions have been made available that each contain the target 
hierarchy as a function parameter.  

To determine the TM1 'level' of an element in a hierarchy for example, the function  
ElementLevel ( <Dimension>, <Hierarchy>, <Element>) needs to be used.  

ELLEV ( <Dimension>, <Element>) will only work against elements in the default hierarchy. Note: you 

can also use the new functions against the default hierarchy. The default hierarchy is the same as the 
dimension object, and its name is the same as the dimension name. It follows that in order to use 

ElementLevel ( <Dimension>, <Hierarchy>, <Element>) against the default hierarchy, the function is 
called like this: ElementLevel ( <Dimension>, <Dimension>, <Element>).  

1.4 Securing Hierarchies 
 

Hierarchies can be secured separately/in addition to 'legacy' dimension security. 

The hierarchies of a dimension will show up in }Dimensions as <DimensionName>:<HierarchyName> 
and can be secured as such.  

This feature allows specifying different access rights to different groups by hierarchy, also allowing the 

definition of group-based hierarchy owners. A group may for example be granted with ADMIN rights to a 
specific hierarchy, hence allowing the group to fully re-structure this hierarchy without needing to 

consider other hierarchies and other groups. Specific roles may have admin rights on a 'Re-Org' or 'What-
If' hierarchy, allowing them to model/change the hierarchies as needed. Other groups may be blocked 

from seeing this hierarchy at all, or just be provided READ or WRITE access. 

1.5 Element Security and Element Attributes 
 

1.5.1 Leaf Elements 
 
A leaf element with the same name in two or more hierarchies is the same element.  These elements 

share the same attribute values and the same security.  Any intersection in a cube that uses this element 
will have the same value regardless of the hierarchy being used.  Not all leaf elements must exist in every 

hierarchy. Leaf-level ElementSecurity only needs to be processed for one leaf, but can be processed per 
Hierarchy (it is a good practice to process security fully for each hierarchy). 

 

1.5.2 Consolidations  
 

Consolidated elements with the same name in two or more hierarchies are not considered to be the same 
element.  These consolidated elements will have unique attribute values and security for each hierarchy.  

Examine the case where a parent element named P1 is added to both hierarchies of the letters 

dimension.  The attribute value for the attribute named Attr1 is always the same for the leaf element 'A', 
but can differ for the consolidated element 'P1'. 
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Here we can see a difference in security for the consolidated element P1 in both hierarchies. 

 
 

When element security is used, security must be assigned in the alternate hierarchy on consolidated 
elements in order for non-admin users to access those elements.  When element security is used (an 

}ElementSecurity cube is created to the parent dimension) the default security for a non-admin using on 

a consolidated element in an alternate hierarchy is = 'NONE'.  This is represented as a blank cell when 
examining the member security in the Workspace hierarchy editor. 

 

1.5.3 Processing Security 
 

'Legacy' TM1 Security processing functions such as ElementSecurityPut cannot be used for assigning 
security to elements in hierarchies. TM1 element (member) processing and manipulation functions that 

do not have a hierarchy as one of the parameters will only process to the default hierarchy (the 'regular' 
dimension). To process for a specific hierarchy, new functions are available such as 

HierarchyElementSecurityPut and HierarchyElementSecurityGet etc.  

 
It should be noted that it is still a good practice to use CellPutS functions rather than 

HierarchyElementSecurityPut, because a CellPutS function that writes a security credential to a TM1 
security cube is applied immediately. 

 
Note that if one uses the dimension name as the hierarchy parameter in these new functions, they will 

process/calculate against the default hierarchy, i.e. function just as the legacy functions did. Please refer 

to the PA documentation and/or the TM1 Reference Guide for more information. 
 

1.6 Subsets 
 
Subsets are unique to the hierarchy the subset is created in.  Creating a subset in the default hierarchy 

does not make the subset available to all hierarchies in the dimension.  Architect, Perspectives, and 
Performance Modeler can only display subsets belonging to the default hierarchy of the dimension.  

However, these clients fully support creating Ti processes that can be used to create and manipulate 
subsets in any hierarchy of a dimension. 

Using the SubsetCreate Ti function will create the subset in the default hierarchy of the dimension.  In 

order to create a subset in an alternate hierarchy using a Ti script the HierarchySubsetCreate Ti function 

http://public.dhe.ibm.com/software/data/cognos/documentation/docs/en/2.0.0/tm1_ref.pdf
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must be used.  Elements can be added or removed from a subset using the 

HierarchySubsetElementInsert and HierarchySubsetElementDelete Ti functions.   
 

The list of Ti functions specific to subsets has been updated to accommodate subsets in alternate 

hierarchies. 
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSD29G_2.0.0/com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.tm1_ref.2.0.0.do

c/c_subsetmanipulationturbointegratorfunctions_n72463.html 
 

Additional Documentation: 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSD29G_2.0.0/com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.tm1_dg_dvlp
r.2.0.0.doc/c_multiplehierarchies.html 

 

1.7 Enabling the use of PA V2.0 Hierarchies 
 

By default, multiple hierarchies are not enabled. An administrator must configure the 
EnableNewHierarchyCreation tm1s.cfg setting (EnableNewHierarchyCreation=T) before you can work 

with multiple hierarchies and use related TurboIntegrator (TI) and Rules functions.  This parameter is 
dynamic and does not require a restart of the Planning Analytics service after being added to the 

tm1s.cfg file. 

 

1.8 Architect, Perspectives, and Performance Modeler 
 
TM1 Architect, TM1 Perspectives, Performance Modeler were not updated to support modeling with the 

use of alternate hierarchies.  It is however possible to create and run Ti processes in these clients that 

create and modify hierarchies. It is also possible to determine which dimension have alternate 
hierarchies.  With control objects enabled examine the dimensions starting with }Hierarchies: 

 

 
 

Each of these }Hierarchies dimensions contains element representing the hierarchies in the dimension.  

In the above example the dimension contains elements representing the default hierarchy, and 
hierarchies name AltHierarchy, and Leaves.  If an alternate hierarchy has not been created in a 

dimension the default hierarchy will still be represented in the corresponding }Hierarchies dimension. The 
}Hierarchies dimension can be used to configure language localization for hierarchy names in Planning 

Analytics Workspace and Planning Analytics for Excel. 
 

The Leaves hierarchy seen in the above screenshot is created automatically when the first alternate 

hierarchy is created. 
 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSD29G_2.0.0/com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.tm1_ref.2.0.0.doc/c_subsetmanipulationturbointegratorfunctions_n72463.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSD29G_2.0.0/com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.tm1_ref.2.0.0.doc/c_subsetmanipulationturbointegratorfunctions_n72463.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSD29G_2.0.0/com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.tm1_dg_dvlpr.2.0.0.doc/c_multiplehierarchies.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSD29G_2.0.0/com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.tm1_dg_dvlpr.2.0.0.doc/c_multiplehierarchies.html
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1.9 TI Processes 
 

1.9.1 TI Functions 
 

To create an alternate hierarchy through a Turbo Intergrator process the HierarchyCreate  Ti function can 
be used.   

 

HierarchyCreate('Letters', 'Alt'); 
for example will create an alternate hierarchy named 'Alt' in the “Letters' dimension.  The hierarchy 

created by this function does not include any elements.  Elements can be added to the hierarchy using 
the HierarchyElementInsert Ti function the same way elements are added to a dimension (really the 

default hierarchy of a dimension) using the DimensionElementInsert function.  The following Ti functions 
have the same result. 

DimensionElementInsert('Letters', '', 'B', 'N');  

HierarchyElementInsert('Letters'', 'Letters', '', 'B', 'N'); 
 

Note that using the DimensionElementInsert or DimensionElementInsertDirect Ti functions only adds the 
element to the default hierarchy in the dimension.  If a Ti process must insert the element into any 

alternate hierarchy the HierarchyElementInsert or HierarchyElementInsertDirect Ti function must also be 

used.   
 

In order to insert element 'B' to the hierarchy named 'Alt' we can use the following Ti function. 
HierarchyElementInsert('Letters'', 'Alt', '', 'B', 'N'); 

 

If we need to add the element as a child of a parent we can use the following function. 
HierarchyElementComponentAdd('Letters', 'Alt', 'P1', 'B', 2); 

 
In the above example we used an element weight of 2 when assigning the element 'B' as a child of 'P1' in 

the Alt hierarchy.  The weight of a child element can be different for the same element in multiple 
hierarchies.  If we examine the same cubeview using both the default and alternate hierarchy we can see 

the difference in weights being used to determine the consolidated value for cell ['P1', '1']. 

 
 

 
 

Another option for generating an alternate hierarchy is the CreateHierarchyByAttribute Ti function. 
CreateHierarchyByAttribute('Letters', 'Attr1'); 

 

This Ti function uses values of an attribute named 'Attr1' in the Letters dimension to create and insert 
elements to a hierarchy named Attr1.  The hierarchy that is created shares the same name as the 

attribute.  The parent-child relationships of the elements in the created hierarchy are defined based on 
values of the attribute. 
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A full list of Hierarchy-specific Ti process functions that can be used to work with alternate hierarchies 

can be found here:  
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSD29G_2.0.0/com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.tm1_ref.2.0.0.do

c/c_hierarchymanipulationturbointegratorfunctions.html 

 
'Legacy' TM1 Dimension and Element Information TI Functions (such as DTYPE, DIMNM, ELISPAR etc.) 

will not apply to elements that are in hierarchies. New dimension, hierarchy, and element 
information TI functions are available. Note that if one uses the dimension name as the hierarchy 

parameter in these new functions, they will process/calculate against the default hierarchy, i.e. function 

just as the legacy functions did. Please refer to the PA documentation and/or the TM1 Reference Guide 
for more information. 

 

1.9.2 TI-process utilities for Dimension and Hierarchy Management and 
Maintenance 
 
For utilities (pre-built-TI processes) to create and manage hierarchies, please refer to TM1 Dimension 

Maintenance Tools and Utilities V2 (Documentation), and TM1 Dimension Maintenance Tools and Utilities 
V2 (TM1 Objects). Note that these tools/utilities are provided for free and 'as-is'. 

  

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSD29G_2.0.0/com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.tm1_ref.2.0.0.doc/c_hierarchymanipulationturbointegratorfunctions.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSD29G_2.0.0/com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.tm1_ref.2.0.0.doc/c_hierarchymanipulationturbointegratorfunctions.html
http://public.dhe.ibm.com/software/data/cognos/documentation/docs/en/2.0.0/tm1_ref.pdf
https://ibm.box.com/s/grxjrcperzv8y2xvvvz88c1hnv58sqiu
https://ibm.box.com/s/grxjrcperzv8y2xvvvz88c1hnv58sqiu
https://ibm.box.com/s/5iygckp7lehc8iveiajl7xe9wap68g3e
https://ibm.box.com/s/5iygckp7lehc8iveiajl7xe9wap68g3e
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1.10 Rules 
 

1.10.1 Element Information Rules 
 

Any 'legacy' TM1 element information rules will only be able to process meta- and master-data of the 
'default' hierarchy, i.e. for the regular dimension. To process as per meta- and master-data of a 

hierarchy, new functions have been made available that each contain the target hierarchy as a function 

parameter. To determine the TM1 'level' of an element in a hierarchy for example, the function  
ElementLevel ( <Dimension>, <Hierarchy>, <Element>)  

needs to be used (instead of ELLEV ( <Dimension>, <Element>) which will only work against elements 
in the default hierarchy).  

 
Note: you can also use the new functions against the default hierarchy. The default hierarchy is the same 

as the dimension object, and its name is the same as the dimension name. It follows that in order to use 

ElementLevel ( <Dimension>, <Hierarchy>, <Element>) against the default hierarchy, the function is 
called like this: ElementLevel ( <Dimension>, <Dimension>, <Element>).  

 
In some cases, it can be useful to create different attributes per hierarchy. In the following example, a 

hierarchy-specific level attribute was created for a Company dimension, for hierarchies 'Current', 'Re-Org', 

'2018', '2017': 
 

['TM1 Level'] = S: TRIM ( STR ( ELLEV ( 'Company', !Company ), 2, 0 )); 
['TM1 Level - Current'] = S: TRIM ( STR ( ElementLevel ( 'Company', 'Current', !Company ), 2, 0 )); 

['TM1 Level - Re-Org'] = S: TRIM ( STR ( ElementLevel ( 'Company', 'Re-Org', !Company ), 2, 0 )); 

['TM1 Level - 2018'] = S: TRIM ( STR ( ElementLevel ( 'Company', '2018', !Company ), 2, 0 )); 
['TM1 Level - 2017'] = S: TRIM ( STR ( ElementLevel ( 'Company', '2017', !Company ), 2, 0 )); 

 
 

1.10.2 Qualifying Element Names in rules 
 
When qualifying elements in rules (on the left and right hand side of a rules and feeder statement), 

applicable elements need to be qualified not only by dimension (if their name is ambiguous), but also by 
hierarchy (if a c-level element is used that may exist in more than one hierarchy). Remember that leaf 

level values are the same across hierarchies (yet a leaf does not have to exist in all hierarchies), but C-
Level elements can have different values across different hierarchies. 

 

Legacy qualification:  
['<dimension>':{ '<Element1>', '<Element2>'},…]  

Qualification including hierarchy:  
['<dimension>': '<HierarchyA>':{ '<Element1>', '<Element2>'},…]  

 

The same applies to DB statements, where the hierarchy is specified just like for CellGet* statements in 
TI, like: 

DB ( 'Sales', !Version, !Time Period, …, 'Re-Org':!Cost Center, !Account, … ); 
(for cost centers from the 'Re-Org' hierarchy) 
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1.11 Attributes and Attribute Processing 
 

'Legacy' Attr functions by default will process to the default hierarchy, but one can also use 
DimensionName:HierarchyName for the dimension name (instead of only dimension name) to process a 

hierarchy-specific attribute value. 

New functions that allow specifying the hierarchy as an additional parameter were added, such as 

ElementAttrs (succeeding Attrs), ElementAttrPutS (succeeding AttrPutS), ElementAttrInsert (succeeding 
AttrInsert). Please refer to the PA documentation and/or the TM1 Reference Guide for more information. 

Note that C-level elements that are in multiple hierarchies are handled as different elements. This 

includes Alias Names. When processing Aliases for c-level elements, care should be taken to process the 
Alias names by hierarchy, using ElementAttrPutS. 

1.12 Hierarchies in the TM1 Data Directory 
 
Hierarchies' master- and meta-data (members and rollups) is not contained in the <dimension>.dim file. 
The <dimension>.dim file still contains only the members and rollups of the 'legacy'/default hierarchy. 
Hierarchy master- and meta-data is stored in a folder in the TM1 Data Directory that is named by the 
dimension name, followed by the suffix '}hiers'. In the <dimension>}hiers directory you then find *.dim files 
named after the hierarchies (<hierarchyname>.dim). 
For example, Cost Center dimension hierarchies would be stored in a folder named 'Cost Center}hiers'. In 
'Cost Center}Hiers', you can then find *.dim files named as per the individual hierarchy names. If the Cost 
Center dimension for example has three hierarchies named 'Re-Org', 'Profitability', and 'Region', the 
folder 'Cost Center}hiers' would contain three files named Re-Org.dim, Profitability.dim, and Region.dim.  

1.13 Planning Analytics Workspace 
 

Planning Analytics Workspace provides a user interface to create and update hierarchies. 

To create a new hierarchy a modeler or administrator can right click on a dimension and select Create 
hierarchy. 

 
If the user chooses Edit dimension they see the same hierarchy editor interface for the default hierarchy. 

Once the first hierarchy is created the Leaves hierarchy will also be exposed. Unlike Architect, 

Perspectives, or Performance Modeler, any changes made to the structure of the hierarchy are performed 
on the Planning Analytics Server when the change is committed in Workspace.  Workspace does not 

provide the ability to preview multiple changes to the hierarchy structure and then save changes to the 
server. 

 

http://public.dhe.ibm.com/software/data/cognos/documentation/docs/en/2.0.0/tm1_ref.pdf
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It is possible to duplicate a hierarchy by right clicking on the hierarchy in the explorer tree and selecting 

Save as.   

 
 

Please see <TI-process utilities for Dimension and Hierarchy Management and Maintenance> for utilities 

that allow automatic maintenance of hierarchies 

1.14 Planning Analytics for Excel 
 
Planning Analytics for Excel can examine and use alternate hierarchies but does not have functionality to 

create or update the default or alternate hierarchies.  It is possible to update subsets in alternate 

hierarchies in Planning Analytics for Excel.  Alternate hierarchies can be used in Explorations and Quick 
Reports.  Dynamic and custom reports do not currently support alternate hierarchies. 

It's worth noting that multiple Alternate Hierarchies from the same dimension can be used together in an 
exploration or quick report.  The hierarchies must be used in context of a cube. 

Examine the following exploration built with both the default hierarchy and alternate hierarchy from the 

Letters dimension.  A single element from the numbers dimension is placed as a context filter. 

 
This is a join of the following views.  To understand the results being returned from the Planning 

Analytics server we can examine each intersection of the view. 
- The intersection between A and A is valid and shows the value that is common to element A.   

- The intersection between B and B is valid and shows the value that is common to element B.   

- The intersections between A and B is invalid as it cannot exist in the cube so a value of zero is 

displayed. 

- The intersection between P1 (column) and B (row) shows the weighted (2) rollup value of 

element B in the Alt hierarchy 

- The intersection between P1 (column) and A (row) shows the weighted rollup value of element A 

in the Alt hierarchy 

- The intersection between P1 (column) and P1 (row) shows the weighted rollup value of element 

A plus element B (weight of 2) in the Alt hierarchy 
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2. REST API 

 

The Planning Analytics Servers REST API provides capabilities to interact with hierarchies.  The following 

HTTP calls can be used to read, create, and update hierarchies. 
 

List the available hierarchies for a dimension. 
GET https://<servername>:<port>/api/v1/Dimensions('Letters')/Hierarchies 

Details of the default hierarchy in a dimension: 
GET https://<servername>:<port>/api/v1/Dimensions('Letters')/Hierarchies('Letters') 

Details of an alternate hierarchy in a dimension 
GET https://<servername>:<port>/api/v1/Dimensions('Letters')/Hierarchies('Alt') 

List the members of hierarchy.  Members are required to read the weight of elements.  Elements themselves do not 
store the weight. 
GET https://<servername>:<port>/api/v1/Dimensions('Letters')/Hierarchies('Alt')/Members 

List elements of a hierarchy 
GET https://<servername>:<port>/api/v1/Dimensions('Letters')/Hierarchies('Alt')?$expand=Elements 

List members of a hierarchy with elements 
GET https:// ://<servername>:<port>/api/v1/Dimensions('Letters')/Hierarchies('Alt')/Members?$expand=Element 

List edges in the hierarchy.  Edges can be used to determine the parent-child relationships between elements specific 
to the hierarchy being used. 
GET https://<servername>:<port>/api/v1/Dimensions('Letters')/Hierarchies('Alt')?$expand=Edges 

List elements and edges of a hierarchy in a single query 
GET https://<servername>:<port>/api/v1/Dimensions('Letters')/Hierarchies('Alt')?$expand=Elements,Edges 

Create an alternate hierarchy with no elements 
POST https://<servername>:<port>/api/v1/Dimensions('Letters)/Hierarchies 

{ “Name”:”Alt” } 
Create an alternate hierarchy with elements 
POST https://<servername>:<port>/api/v1/Dimensions('Letters)/Hierarchies 

{ 
 “Name”:”Alt”, 
”Elements”:[{“Name”,”A”}, {“Name”,”B”}, {“Name”,”P1”}]  
} 
 
Create an alternate hierarchy with elements and edges (used to define the parent-child relationships of elements) 
POST https://<servername>:<port>/api/v1/Dimensions('Letters)/Hierarchies 

{ 
 “Name”:”Alt”, 
”Elements”:[{“Name”,”A”}, {“Name”,”B”}, {“Name”,”P1”}], 
”Edges”:[{“ParentName”:”P1”},{“ComponentName”:”A”}, {“ParentName”:”P1”},{“ComponentName”:”B”}]  
} 
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3. Cognos Analytics 

Click here for Introductory Guidelines and Proven practices for Planning Analytics with Cognos 
Analytics 

3.1 Support of PA V2.0 Hierarchies 
 

PA V2.0 Hierarchies are supported by Cognos Analytics when using the REST API as a connection 

method. Click here for information on how to connect to Planning Analytics via Cognos Analytics. 

3.2 Recommendations 
 

When implementing the Cognos Analytics 'filler-member' functionality on dimensions with 

ElementSecurity and that have multiple (alternate) rollups, it is highly recommended to implement the 
alternate rollups (the different hierarchies) as different PA V2.0 Hierarchies. This is because the filler 

members are not 'rollup-specific'. If there are two hierarchies in one dimension, and a user does not have 
access to the root element of either, there will be not two, but only one filler member. As a result, the 

hierarchies for a restricted user appear 'nested'. If however the different hierarchies are in separate 
hierarchy containers, the filler members are applied to the one hierarchy (per hierarchy container) only 

and will appear as expected.  

 

https://ibm.box.com/s/xgjkfuua6maut8egua57rd3j4c2vgc1o
https://ibm.box.com/s/xgjkfuua6maut8egua57rd3j4c2vgc1o
http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21660287
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4. Considerations 

4.1 Hierarchy and Dimension Updates 
 

Leaf elements are 'shared' between hierarchies of one and the same dimension in that a hierarchy may 

not have a consolidation element that already exists as a leaf in another hierarchy nor can it have a leaf 

element that already exists in another hierarchy as a consolidation. It follows that if one encounters 
errors during hierarchy dimension updates pertaining to elements already being in use, such as 

Insertion of leaf "<elementname>" into hierarchy "<Dimension>:<Hierarchy>" failed 
because a consolidated element by that name already exists in the dimension 

one should check the 'other' hierarchies of the dimension for this element. 

 

4.2 Time-Dependent Attributes 

 
If attributes change over time and if the analysis needs to take this into considerations, we still have to 
'dimensionalize' the attribute. A PA V2.0 hierarchy - if based on attributes - does only reflect the current 
state of the element to attribute relationship, whereas if we dimensionalize an attribute, the element to 
attribute to value assignment can occur in the context of time. Yes, in the context of traditional financial 
statement analysis, one typically only looks at the last organizational rollup/hierarchy, and thereby the 
last/current set of attributes of let's say cost centers etc. But if you look at Profitability Analysis for 
example, it is crucially important to maintain the relationship between elements, attributes, and time. A 
cost center may move and hence be classified differently which will have impacts on profitability. Also: if 
you re-state, you need to re-state based on historical structures. 

4.3 PA V2.0 Attribute Hierarchies when using Element Security 
 
Important security considerations for PA V2.0 hierarchies based on attributes if using ElementSecurity: 
Attribute-based hierarchies are rollups that leverage attributes for the consolidation nodes. It follows that 
when creating an attribute-based PA V2.0 hierarchy, the attributes are created as C-Level elements, with 
the leaves typically being the corresponding N-Level elements from the dimension. While the hierarchy 
inherits leaf-level security from the default hierarchy/dimension (i.e. leaf security for a PA V2.0 hierarchy 
is = security as per ElementSecurity), the access to the consolidation (which in this case here is the 
attribute value) needs to be granted to applicable users/groups. But: most users may not have access to 
all the leaves that make up an attribute-consolidation.  
Let's take the simple example of a region attribute on Cost Centers. A user may have access to 400 or 
the 2000 cost centers in region North America, but if one creates an attribute-based hierarchy, and 
assigns the user access to attribute hierarchy element 'North America' (which is a consolidation of its cost 
center leaves), this user will be able to read the values for the 'North America' consolidation 
(ElementSecurity will still prevent the user from seeing the details of each Cost Center under North 
America – the user will still only be able to see details for the 400 of the 2000 cost centers, but the user 
will be able to see the total value for 'North America').  
Let's use a customer profitability model, and let's say we have an attribute called 'income bracket'. The 
model is used by financial advisors who do not have access to all customers. But they would want to 
analyze by income bracket for 'their' customers. But if they look at the bracket '100,000-200,000' for 
example, they would read the data for ALL customers that belong to that bracket. 
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While we can run a TI process that will automatically assign READ access to an attribute consolidation if 
the user has access to all its leaf descendants, a such-secured attribute hierarchy is not very useful, 
because only folks with access to all leaves could really filter by attributes.  
 
It follows that if there is ElementSecurity on a Dimension, using Attribute-based Hierarchies is typically not 
applicable. 

 
 


